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Abstract

The phase-in and phase-out of benefits as part of social safety nets has the potential
to distort individuals’ labor supply decisions. Classical economic theory predicts a strong
incentive to adjust labor supply and bunch at the discontinuities that arise within notched
tax systems. However, such behavior has been difficult to observe in both survey and
administrative data. In this paper, we design a laboratory experiment to explore the
impact of notches on subjects’ bunching behavior within an environment where subjects
receive full information about their payment schedules and can freely adjust their labor
supply (number of tasks completed). While we find clear evidence of bunching under
our notched payment system, many subjects still fail to bunch. We explore the role
of behavioral factors such as self-control, overconfidence, and loss aversion as potential
determinants of bunching behavior. Our results indicate that, within our sample, self-
control and loss aversion have a positive and significant association with subjects’ decision
to bunch, while overconfidence has a negative association. These estimates are of the
expected sign and suggest that behavioral factors may serve as important underlying
determinants of an individual’s decision to bunch.
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1 Introduction

“. . . When Ms. Brooks’s monthly income rises by $450, she loses about $600 in
government benefits as a result. No wonder she says that the system is “designed
to keep you down” and describes her experience as “hustling backwards.” - Gates
2006, referencing PBS documentary Waging a Living

In the United States, there are a multitude of public assistance programs that are used

to increase the net-income of households.1 The general view is that these programs provide

temporary assistance to low-income families during times of economic hardship. However, eli-

gibility for such programs, as well as the generosity of benefits received, depends on a family’s

labor earnings. This connection between labor earnings and receipt of benefits will, at least

in theory, distort labor supply decisions when additional labor earnings trigger a reduction in

benefits that reduces net household income (NHI). Such a reduction in NHI can be viewed as a

discontinuous jump in a household’s marginal-benefit tax rate (MBTR) which creates a “cliff

point” or “notch” and provides a strong incentive to bunch (e.g., restrict labor earnings to

the “cliff point”).2 In this paper, we use a laboratory experiment to investigate the impact of

notched tax-benefit systems on subjects’ labor supply and willingness to bunch. As discussed

further below, we use our experimental design to shutdown traditional optimization frictions

and focus instead on behavioral factors such as self-control, loss aversion, and overconfidence

as potential determinants of bunching behavior.

The phase-in and phase-out of public assistance programs described above has been shown

in the literature to have a sizable impact on household’s MBTR and NHI. For example, us-

ing a 2011 tax-benefit calculator from the State of Georgia, Coleman et al. (2013) simulates

the impact of increased labor earnings on the MBTR and NHI under six different household

structures.3 During their simulations, the authors account for the phase-in and phase-out of

the Child Tax Credit (CTC), Child and Parents Assistance Program (CAPS), Earned Income

Tax Credit (EITC), Section 8 housing vouchers, Supplemental Nutrition and Assistance Pro-

gram (SNAP), and the Temporary Aid to Needy Families (TANF), and they identify several

earnings ranges where the MBTR is negative and greater than 100 in absolute value. Earning

additional labor income within such a range will trigger a reduction in benefits that exceeds

the gain in income, thereby causing NHI to fall. For example, they find that a married couple

with two kids faces a MBTR of -226.49 percent on labor earnings between $29,000 and $30,000

implying that each additional $100 of labor earnings in this range reduces NHI by $126.49.4

1These programs include the Supplemental Nutrition Assistance Program (SNAP), the Temporary Assis-
tance for Needy Families (TANF), and the Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) to name a few.

2Going over the “cliff” only makes sense when the wage earner expects the increase in income to be suffi-
ciently large to offset the loss of benefits. For further discussion on the implication of cliffs and notches, see
Romich, Simmelink & Holt (2007) and Slemrod (2013).

3Coleman et al. (2013) considers the following structures: married with no kids, married with one kid,
married with two kids, single with no kids, single with one kid, single with two kids.

4While the example given above illustrates the reduction in NHI resulting from the phasing-out of non-
health related benefits, we can also think about the loss of Medicaid. For example, earning an additional
dollar can disqualify a single parent from Medicaid and cost them almost $3,300 in benefits (CBO, 2012).
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Given the sizable impact of notched tax systems on households’ MBTR and NHI, both

economists and policy makers are interested in the impact such systems may have on house-

holds’ labor supply behavior. In their seminal work, Blinder & Rosen (1985) consider the

behavioral effects of notched tax systems relative to standard tax systems. While a standard

tax or subsidy affects everyone in the same way, the presence of a notch distorts the problem

faced by a small number of individuals leading them to bunch in order to avoid dominated

bundles.5 Therefore, from a theoretical perspective, we should expect significant bunching of

individual labor supply and labor earnings at the notches created by the tax-benefit system

currently in place within the United States.

The strong theoretical relationship between notched tax systems and labor supply led to

the development of an empirical literature which attempts to leverage the discontinuous nature

of notches in order to estimate structural elasticities.6 However, recent work in this area has

revealed far less bunching in both survey and administrative data than would be expected

given standard theory (see Saez, 2010 and Kleven and Waseem, 2013). Numerous explanations

for this observed lack of bunching have been proposed, including measurement error and

misreporting in survey data as well as optimization frictions which impede individuals’ ability

to respond optimally to the notched tax system. These optimization frictions include the

complexity of the tax code, which limits individuals’ understanding about the phase-in and

phase-out of benefits, as well as the prevalence of fixed wage-hour contracts which limits the

extent to which individuals can restrict their labor supply (see Chetty and Saez, 2013 and

Chetty et al., 2013 among others). While such traditional optimization frictions are certainly

important, additional research is required to determine if there are other important underlying

factors which might influence individuals’ propensity to bunch.

In this paper, we explore the relationship between notched tax systems and bunching

behavior through the use of a laboratory experiment. The goal of our experiment is to

shutdown the traditional optimization frictions discussed in the existing literature and explore

bunching behavior in a simple environment where individuals can freely adjust their labor

supply. Our subjects complete real effort tasks under constant or notched payment schedules.

This allows us to generate a clean counterfactual. In addition to the benefits of random

assignment, subjects are presented with detailed instructions about how tasks completed

affect payment, take a comprehension test on their payment schedule, and have their current

earnings, as well as their earnings after the next task completed, shown on their screen. Simply

put, our experimental design is intended to give bunching its best chance.

Absent the aforementioned optimization frictions, we find clear evidence that subjects

Furthermore, the prospect of losing Affordable Care Act subsidies means that these incentives might soon
affect middle income households (Yelowitz, 2015).

5Blinder & Rosen (1985) go on to consider scenarios when notched tax systems would be preferable to a
standard tax or subsidy. While such considerations are important when measuring welfare effects or determining
a policy’s impact on inequality, they are outside the scope of the present paper.

6See Danziger, Haveman & Plotnick (1981), Moffitt (1992), and Blank (2002) for summaries of the literature
on public assistance and labor supply and Kleven (2016) for a review of the literature on bunching estimators.
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assigned to notched payment schedules bunch, while those assigned to constant payment

schedules do not. This response to incentives strengthens with experience. Furthermore,

the differences in labor supply between the notched and constant payment schedules also

persist after controlling for ability. At the same time, even in this simple environment with

detailed instructions, comprehension questions, marginal incentives featured on the screen,

and experience, many subjects that should bunch fail to do so. Because many subjects still

fail to bunch, we explore the role that behavioral factors such as self-control, loss aversion, and

overconfidence play in labor supply decisions. Within our sample we find that self-control and

loss aversion have a positive and statistically significant association with bunching behavior

while Overconfidence has a negative and statistically significant association with bunching.

Therefore, our results suggest that underlying behavioral traits may indeed impact individuals’

propensity to bunch.

The paper proceeds as follows. In Section 2, we detail the laboratory experiment and

procedures. Section 3 elaborates on the theory of notches and the behavioral hypotheses that

motivate our self-control, loss aversion, and overconfidence measures. Section 4 presents our

primary results at both the aggregate and individual levels. Section 4 also present the results

from two additional treatments designed to test the robustness of our findings. The first

alternative treatment reframes the loss experienced when completing tasks beyond a given

threshold, while the second increases the severity of the loss experienced if this threshold is

crossed. Our primary conclusions, including the associations between our behavioral factors

and bunching behavior, are found to be robust to these alternative treatments. In Section 5,

we conclude with a discussion of our results and their relevance for low-income families who

frequently face notched payment systems.

2 Experimental Design

Subjects in the experiment are undergraduate students from Florida State University. These

students are recruited using the ORSEE recruitment software (Greiner, 2004) and participate

in a computerized experiment programmed with zTree (Fischbacher, 2007). Students receive

a $7 show-up payment, and have the opportunity to earn more depending on their choices in

the actual experiment. The experiment is scheduled to last no longer than 90 minutes, and

on average, subjects who participate in the experiment earn $30.98.

2.1 Experimental Introduction

Our experiment is a between-subjects design where we manipulate the earnings schedule to

which subjects are assigned. Prior to assigning subjects to a specific treatment, we inform

them that they are participating in an individual choice experiment and that their actions and

payments are independent of the choices made by other participants. Subjects are also told

that they can earn additional money by completing a real effort task: counting the number of
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Figure 1: Screen sample of the real effort task.

ones in a 10×10 matrix of zeros and ones (similar to Abeler et al., 2011) as shown in Figure 1.7

The experiment proceeds as follows.

First, we show subjects an example of the 10×10 matrix and draw attention to different

features of the screen: tasks completed, earnings, and how much earnings will be if they com-

plete the next task. This is done to help them gain familiarity with the decision environment.

Second, we present subjects with a new randomly generated matrix and ask for their best

guess about how many seconds it would take them to count the number of ones in that matrix.

Third, when all guesses are submitted, we inform subjects that a new matrix will appear on

their screen soon and that their payment depends on both their accuracy and speed. This is

done to collect a measure of ability8 and overconfidence.9

7A real effort task, and not stated effort, seems most appropriate for this context because the goal is to
explore the role of behavioral factors like overconfidence, loss aversion, and self-control.

8At every stage, the matrix is randomly generated. Because there is a significant correlation with measured
ability and the number of ones in the matrix an individual received, we regress measured ability on the number
of ones and take the residual to be the subject’s actual ability measure.

9To construct the measure of overconfidence we calculate the difference between each subject’s actual com-
pletion time and the time they guessed earlier. If this difference is positive, we view it as a measure of
overconfidence. All negative values for this difference are simply truncated to zero. Because this measure of
overconfidence is unincentivized and does not correlate well with our later (incentivized) measure of overcon-
fidence, we do not use this measure in our analysis. However, for the purposes of reproducibility, we discuss
our procedures here.
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Figure 2: Summary of the Payment Schedules (Treatments) in our Experiment.

Constant

Tasks completed this round

Benefit Loss Flat Top

$9.60

$4.80

24 48 24 48 24 48

2.2 Main Experiment

After we introduce subjects to the task and collect the measure for ability, subjects receive

detailed instructions regarding the experiment (see Appendix). The specific instructions a

subject receives depend on their assigned treatment. Subjects are assigned to one of three

possible treatments which correspond to the three payment schedules presented in Figure 2:

Constant (C), Benefit Loss (BL), and Flat Top (FT).10 Subjects assigned to C, receive a

constant marginal payment of $0.20 for each task completed.11 By construction, C avoids

“cliff points” or “notches” and as a consequence we should not expect to observe “bunching”

within this treatment. By contrast, BL and FT both have a distinct discontinuity at 24 tasks

completed. Specifically, subjects assigned to BL experience a sizable loss of income when

completing their 25th task, while those assigned to FT simply receive no gain in income for

all tasks completed from 25 to 48. Importantly, we chose to set the discontinuity in BL and

FT to 24 because no subjects in the first two sessions (C) completed fewer than 24 tasks.12

This gives us confidence that if we observe subjects completing 24 tasks in BL or FT, then

this behavior can be attributed to bunching (i.e., they would have done more if they were in

the Constant treatment).

Before subjects can complete real effort tasks, all subjects must correctly complete a

five question comprehension test based on the printed instructions and payment schedule

they received earlier. This helps ensure that subjects understand how their earnings will be

determined and directs their attention to the fact that earnings may not always increase with

the number of tasks completed (see Appendix for details). After the comprehension test,

subjects can complete real effort tasks across two fifteen minute rounds. Within each round,

10Along with onscreen prompts, subjects are also presented with printed payment schedules which show how
their earnings will change as they complete additional tasks.

11This payment per task was chosen to ensure salience in the rewards (the task is rather monotonous).
12There were 30 observations in the first two sessions (both sessions were Constant). The average number of

tasks completed was 50.2 and 57.7 in Round 1 and Round 2 respectively. The lowest number of tasks completed
across both sessions was 32 and 41 in Round 1 and Round 2 respectively.
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there are three five minute blocks, each separated by a one minute rest period.13 Subject

payment is based on the earnings schedule and the number of tasks completed across three

blocks within a round.

As mentioned earlier, subjects receive detailed information regarding the number of tasks

completed in a round, their current earnings, the additional earnings they will receive if they

complete their current task, and the time remaining in the five minute block. This can be

seen in Figure 1 which presents our experimental interface.14 Figure 1 also displays an option

for tic-tac-toe, which serves as one of the leisure options in our experiment. As Corgnet,

Hernan-Gonzalez & Schniter (2015) discuss, experiments that lack such a leisure option are

less likely to observe incentive effects in their payment schemes. To make leisure even more

salient, we also tell subjects that using their cell phone to browse the internet, text, or watch

videos is fine. We only ask subjects to be mindful of others in the experiment and not to

disturb or communicate with each other. A lab monitor ensures that these rules are followed.

2.3 Post Experiment: Behavioral Measures

After subjects complete both rounds of the main experiment, they are presented with an

incentivized task to elicit overconfidence, an incentivized lottery choice task to measure loss

aversion, a cognitive reflection test (CRT) to measure self-control, and a survey. Responses

collected post-experiment help develop our behavioral measures that might factor into sub-

jects’ real effort decisions. We discuss each of these measures in turn.

The first task in this section provides an incentivized measure of overconfidence which

complements the unincentivized overconfidence measure collected earlier in the experiment.

Specifically, for the incentivized overconfidence measure subjects are asked to estimate the

number of incorrect responses they submitted across the two fifteen minute rounds of the

main experiment, with their payment being derived from:

max{2− |actual− guess| × 0.25, 0}

This measure, and the measure of overconfidence discussed earlier, are forms of overestimation

(as discussed in Moore & Healy, 2008). The first is a measure of overconfidence in beliefs

about their ability while the second is overconfidence in their actual performance.

To measure loss aversion we follow the elicitation procedure for risky lottery choices from

Gachter, Johnson & Herrmann (2007). Subjects are presented with a series of six lotteries,

each with a 50-50 chance of a positive or negative outcome. The positive outcome is fixed

across the lotteries, while the negative outcome increases in absolute value. For each lottery

the subject must choose to accept or reject participation in each of the lotteries. Then one

lottery is selected at random to be payoff relevant. If the randomly selected lottery coincides

13The rest periods are included to reduce eye strain.
14Inspection of Figure 1 indicates that “max attempts” is set to three. For a given matrix, if the subject

submits three incorrect guesses a ten second delay will happen and a new matrix will be generated.
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with the lottery in which the subject chose to participate, then they will receive the payment

associated with the 50-50 outcome, else their payment is zero.

Next, subjects complete a cognitive reflection test (CRT). The questions on this test follow

from Frederick (2005) and were designed to measure how well rational thought overrides

intuitive responses. While performance on this tests correlates with cognitive ability, we

are interested in the relationship between such responses and subject “self-control.” Toplak,

West & Stanovich (2011) claim that, “... the CRT is a particulary potent measure of the

tendency toward miserly processing . . . ”. Despite the fact that each subject successfully

completes a comprehension test prior to the start of the main experiment, and the fact that

detailed information regarding both total and marginal earnings is displayed in realtime at

their computer terminal, it is quite possible that some subjects still follow a basic, intuitive

rule (e.g., “completing more tasks has to be better”). In this regard, the CRT could help

identify which subjects are more likely to be able to override such rules, and which are not.

Finally, we conclude with a survey related to various demographic and cultural variables (see

Appendix for survey details).

3 Theory and Hypotheses

To create different payment schedules for our subjects, we simply vary the mapping between

the number of tasks completed and the payment received per task across our sessions. By

varying the payment schedules under which subjects participate, we are in effect varying their

budget sets. Stated differently, we are altering the specific bundles of leisure and earnings

that subjects can obtain when participating in our experiment. Figure 3 presents hypothetical

budget sets for each of our three treatments (Constant (C), Benefit Loss (BL), and Flat Top

(FT)) under the following two assumptions: (i) if an individual allocates all of their time to

the real effort task, then they will complete 100 tasks, and (ii) completing each task requires

an individual to forgo a constant amount of leisure.

Figure 3 also includes sample indifference curves generated using a Cobb-Douglas utility

function. Together, these hypothetical budget sets and indifference curves can be used to

answer the following line of questions. Suppose that a subject completes 48 tasks under C.

How many tasks would the same individual complete under the FT or BL treatments? That

individual would earn the same income by only completing 24 tasks under either BL or FT.

Therefore, as long as the individual values both earnings and leisure, then completing only 24

tasks would be strictly preferred. Similarly if the value of leisure is great enough, even indi-

viduals who could complete more than 48 tasks would instead stop working after completing

the 24th task. This illustrates the concept of bunching whereby individuals relocate from one

part of the budget set to another. This line of reasoning leads us to the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis I: let G(y) be the observed cumulative distribution of tasks completed such
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that Gi(y) gives the proportion of subjects that complete fewer than y tasks in treatment i

(i ∈ {C,BL,FT}).
GC(24) < GFT(24) < GBL(24) (1)

We expect that the fraction of individuals who complete 24 or fewer tasks will be lowest

for treatment C, while the fraction of individuals completing tasks in this range will be

significantly higher under the FT and BL treatments. The reason we include a strict inequality

between these treatments is that an individual could have uncertainty about their ability to

“shoot the gap” (i.e., complete more than 48 tasks). In the case of uncertainty, the prospect

of losses under the BL treatment deters some individuals who might otherwise attempt to

“shoot the gap.” As a consequence, we should see more mass at 24 tasks completed under BL

than the other two treatments.15

We can also consider under which treatments individuals are more likely to locate in the

dominated region (e.g., between 24 and 48 tasks completed). Because earnings are strictly

increasing in this region for treatment C, we should observe the highest fraction of individuals

in the gap under this treatment. The observed cumulative distribution between 24 and 48

tasks completed for the FT is greater than that for BL follows similar logic to that provided

above.

Hypothesis II: let G(y) be the observed cumulative distribution of tasks completed such

that Gi(y) gives the proportion of subjects that solved fewer than y tasks in treatment i

(i ∈ {C,FT,BL}).

GC(48)−GC(24) > GFT(48)−GFT(24) > GBL(48)−GBL(24) (2)

Our final hypothesis involves alternative explanations for labor supply. The existing litera-

ture discusses possible “optimization frictions” that might cause individuals to fail to respond

to tax incentives. These frictions include lack of knowledge about the tax code and fixed

wage-hour contracts, but, we have controlled for those factors with our experimental design.

We focus instead on behavioral factors including self-control, loss aversion, and overconfidence

as potential determinants of bunching behavior. Specifically, we consider the extent to which

these behavioral factors explain our subjects’ decision (or failure) to bunch using the measures

collected in our experiment.

Alternative Hypotheses I: Subjects may not make optimal decisions in the experiment

due to behavioral factors.

- Self-Control: Despite the comprehension questions, readily available earnings schedule,

15The hypothesis that “bunching” will be strongest under BL is consistent with loss aversion. There is an
extensive literature that studies the effect of loss aversion on labor supply. See Goette, Huffman & Fehr, 2004
for an early summary of the literature. For a different discussion and updated literature review of loss aversion
and labor supply see Andersen et al., 2015.
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Figure 3: Budget constraints and sample indifference curves. Budget constraints
assume our experimental parameterization and that the decision maker can just complete
100 tasks in the allotted time. The indifference curves are derived from the following utility
function: U = EarningsβLeisure1−β, where β = 0.625.
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and the marginal incentives that update on their computer screen during the experiment,

subjects may be unable to override the base impulse that completing more tasks will

lead to a higher payoff in the end. Thus, higher measured self-control, as we consider

it, may increase the likelihood subjects bunch.

- Loss Aversion: Individuals who display a higher (lower) degree of loss aversion will be

more likely (less likely) to bunch under the BL treatment. If individuals are also loss

averse with respect to foregone leisure, this effect may also be present under the FT

treatment.

- Overconfidence: Other studies have shown that an individual’s overconfidence is posi-

tively correlated with effort provision in a task.16. This is because positive self-appraisals

create a kind of self-fulfilling prophecy. As a consequence, we expect that individuals

who are more overconfident will complete more tasks. Overconfidence should explain

why individuals are more likely to “shoot the gap” and that, conditional on other factors,

they are less likely to bunch because of their strong belief in their own abilities.

The standard hypotheses and the loss aversion hypothesis can be tested at the aggre-

gate level through comparison of treatments.17 But, these tests should also be subjected to

individual-level analysis with multivariate regression to see if differences remain after control-

ling for ability. Doing individual-level analysis also allows us to test the role of self-control

and overconfidence as well as provide another opportunity to test the role of loss aversion.

4 Results

In this section, we present the primary results of our experiment in steps. First, we consider the

aggregate differences that emerge between the various treatments in our experiment. While

this allows us to determine if labor supply (e.g., number of tasks completed) is significantly

impacted by assignment to one of the treatments with a notched payment schedule, it is

not suited to determine how our behavioral measures influence this behavior. To this end,

we proceed with individual-level analysis which relies on multivariate regression. Finally, we

conclude this section with two robustness checks to determine how sensitive our conclusions

are to both the framing and magnitude of the notch present in our experiment.

4.1 Aggregate Results

In total, we collect 230 observations across Constant (C), Benefit Loss (BL), and Flat Top (FT)

treatments. Table 1 reports average measures of age, percent female, percent economics or

16Pikulina, Renneboog & Tobler (2016) demonstrates that overconfidence is positively correlation with in-
centivized real effort tasks. See Stajkovic & Luthans (1998) for a review of the psychological literature related
to overconfidence.

17Among the set of alternative hypotheses, loss aversion in terms of income can be tested through comparison
of BL and FT.
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business majors, time to completion (used in ability measure), self-control (measured by CRT),

loss aversion, and the incentivized overconfidence measure. In large part, these characteristics

are balanced across treatments. However, a comparison of time to completion (p=0.015), self-

control (p=0.024), and loss aversion (p=0.094) between BL and C are statistically different

at conventional levels. We find that our demographic variables, with the exception of percent

female (comparison between C and FT), are balanced across treatments.18 It should be noted

that differences such as these can arise even in moderately large samples and our primary

results are consistent regardless of whether we control for these differences or not.

Table 1: Subject characteristics across treatments

Observable Constant Benefit Loss Flat Top

age 20.98 20.67 20.80
% female 65.00 59.60 47.01
% econ/bus major 21.25 26.26 25.49
time to completion 26.33 21.52 24.06
self-control 0.73 1.10 0.98
loss aversion 1.71 2.05 1.93
overconfidence 9.65 8.23 8.92

Table 2 presents the average number of tasks completed by treatment and round. In the

first round, the average number of tasks are similar across all treatments, but, differences are

noticeable in the second round. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test rejects the null (at or near con-

ventional levels of significance) that the distributions of tasks completed in Round 2 are equal

across treatments. Table 3 reports those p-values. Figure 4 presents a panel of frequency plots

for (Round 2) tasks where each panel represents a treatment. The most substantial difference

in distributions stems from the large number of subjects who complete only 24 tasks in the

BL and FT treatments. In the BL treatment, 29 percent of all subjects complete 24 tasks

while in the FT treatment 8 percent of all subjects complete 24 tasks. In contrast, no subjects

complete 24 or fewer tasks in C.

Table 2: Average number of tasks completed by round and treatment. Standard
deviations are given in parentheses.

Treatment Observations Round 1 Round 2

Constant 80 48.84 (9.68) 57.19 (11.25)
Benefit Loss 99 47.31 (14.37) 49.31 (19.59)
Flat Top 51 46.84 (10.24) 52.43 (14.72)

Because these differences in tasks completed only emerge in Round 2, one natural question

to ask is how subject’s labor supply decisions evolve between Round 1 and Round 2. Figure 5

18The null that the proportion of females between C and FT is rejected at conventional levels (p=0.04).
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Table 3: Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test. P-values are reported in the table.

Constant Benefit Loss Flat Top

Constant 0.000 0.110
Benefit Loss 0.090
Flat Top

plots the number of tasks completed in Round 1 (horizontal axis) against the number of tasks

completed in Round 2 (vertical axis).19 Subjects appearing on the 45-degree line solve the

same number of tasks in both rounds. The standard theory of bunching suggests that subjects

who would have located in the dominated region (i.e., the shaded square area [24, 48]× [24, 48]

in Figure 5) under C, will relocate to the discontinuity point of 24 tasks completed under BL

or FT. In fact, we observe a substantial change in behavior due to these discontinuities.

In Round 1 of the BL treatment, 42 percent of the subjects who complete 48 or fewer

tasks decide to bunch (18 of 43). For the subjects that locate in the dominated region there

should be an adjustment. In fact, 28 percent complete more than 48 tasks in Round 2 and

28 percent decide to bunch. However, 44 percent of subjects in the BL treatment who were

in the dominated region in Round 1 remain in the dominated region in Round 2. Moreover,

there are adjustments for subjects who completed more than 48 tasks in Round 1. In the BL

treatment, 7 individuals who completed more than 48 tasks (7 of 56) decided to bunch. If

these individuals where assigned to the C treatment instead, they would have almost surely

completed more tasks — especially when one considers the tendency for the number of tasks

completed to rise from Round 1 to Round 2 (e.g., all but one observation in the C treatment

lies above the 45-degree line in Figure 5). In summary, 42 percent of subjects who complete

48 or less tasks bunch in Round 1 and 69 percent of subjects who complete tasks in this range

bunch in Round 2. This suggests that even in a simple environment, responses to taxes must

be learned.20

This aggregate analysis masks potentially important individual differences. For example,

although other observables are balanced across treatments some subject differences like ability

may bias between-treatment comparisons.21 Moreover, by focusing on individual behavior we

can discuss traits like loss aversion, overconfidence, and self-control as factors associated with

bunching (or failure to bunch).

19Note that the size of the circles provides a measure of the mass of subjects who completed that same
number of tasks in the two rounds.

20A similar increase in bunching behavior is also observed in the FT treatment, albeit to a lesser extent.
While no subjects assigned to FT bunch in Round 1, approximately 24 percent of those completing fewer than
48 tasks bunch in Round 2.

21A Komogorov-Smirnov test rejects the null that distributions of ability are equal between the BL and C
treatments (p=0.037) while other treatments reveal similar distributions in ability (the comparison between
BL and FT yields p=0.773 and the comparison between C and FT yields p=0.452).
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Figure 4: Histogram of Tasks Completed in Round 2. This figure presents histograms
for the number of tasks completed in Round 2 of the experiment across the three treatments:
Constant, Flat Top, and Benefit Loss. The gray region denotes the dominated region of 24
to 48 tasks.
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Figure 5: Comparison of Tasks Completed in Round 1 and Round 2. Each point
in the plot below represents the number of tasks completed by a single subject—horizontal
distance indicates the number of tasks completed in Round 1, vertical distance indicates the
number of tasks completed in Round 2.
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4.2 Individual Results

The aggregate results presented above show a reduction in the number of tasks completed

in BL and FT treatments when compared to the C treatment. In this section, we control

for other factors such as ability, to determine if our aggregate results are robust. We also

investigate the extent to which behavioral factors explain which subjects bunch and are able

to avoid the dominated region.

Table 4 reports the results from an OLS regression (errors clustered at the session level)

from the 230 subject sample across all three treatments. The dependent variable is “tasks

completed in Round 2”22 and we include controls for treatment binaries (with C serving as

the omitted category), ability, and interactions between treatment and ability. The regression

results presented in Table 4 show that assignment to either the BL or FT treatments results

in a statistically significant reduction in the number of tasks completed. This supports our

previous results. Moreover, while ability is not statistically significant, higher ability individ-

uals seem to complete even more tasks in the BL treatment. This may suggest that subjects

have reference dependent preferences in labor supply where higher ability individuals work

hard to secure a target income.

Table 4: Treatment Effects Outcome variable equal to tasks completed in Round 2.

(1)
Round 2 Tasks

BL -8.0981∗∗∗

(1.0536)

FT -4.6105∗

(2.1857)

ability 0.1187
(0.0770)

BLxability 0.1277
(0.1290)

FTxability 0.1391
(0.1244)

constant 57.2354∗∗∗

(0.8152)

N 230

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

22We use Round 2 data because the summary statistics and figures reveal there is substantial learning
between Rounds 1 and 2.
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Table 5: Behavioral Regressions

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Never Round 1 Round 2 Round 2

Dominated Bunched Bunched Bunched

BL 0.7427∗∗∗ 0.9040∗∗∗

(0.1726) (0.1512)

ability 0.0250∗∗∗ -0.0159 -0.0189 -0.0127
(0.0086) (0.0123) (0.1250) (0.0093)

loss aversion -0.1091 0.2096 0.4389∗ 0.3814∗∗

(0.1520) (0.2644) (0.2310) (0.1805)

self-control 0.3946∗∗∗ 0.2924∗∗ 0.2653∗∗∗ 0.2000∗∗

(0.1460) (0.1361) (0.0542) (0.0792)

overconfidence 0.0192 -0.0142 -0.0304∗ -0.0369∗∗

(0.0140) (0.0179) (0.0167) (0.0162)

constant -0.6476∗∗∗ -1.2010∗∗∗ -0.7121∗∗∗ -1.4834∗∗∗

(0.2433) (0.2810) (0.1734) (0.1287)

N 150 99 99 150

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Figure 4 indicates that the reduction in tasks completed shown in Table 4 comes from

individuals who bunch at the discontinuity or kink, and Figure 5 shows that bunching is

a learned behavior for many subjects. We now turn to regressions that show associations

between behavioral factors (e.g. self-control, loss aversion, and overconfidence) and the prob-

ability agents bunch or are never dominated across rounds (either bunched in both rounds or

completed more than 48 tasks). All columns report coefficients from probit regressions with

standard errors clustered at the session level.

The outcome variable in the first column of Table 5 equals one if an individual never

located in the dominated region and zero otherwise. The sample for this regression contains

subjects assigned to either FT or BL, with subjects assigned to C excluded as the dominated

region is not well defined for this treatment.23 When compared to FT, subjects in the BL

treatment were more likely to have never been dominated. This implies that the loss of

income and leisure is a more powerful incentive than the loss of leisure alone. Furthermore,

we see that higher levels of self-control (e.g., higher scores on the Cognitive Reflection Test)

is associated with a statistically significant increase in the likelihood of never locating in the

dominated region.24

In Columns 2-4 the outcome variable is bunching behavior (i.e., equal to one if an individual

completes 24 tasks and zero otherwise). Columns 2 and 3 focus on observations from the BL

treatment, while Column 4 includes both BL and FT treatments.25 Our results indicate that

subjects’ self-control has a positive and significant effect on bunching behavior. Specifically,

subjects assigned to either the BL or FT treatments who have more measured self-control are

found to be more likely to bunch in either round of the experiment. In contrast, additional

behavioral factors such as loss aversion and overconfidence only become statistically significant

in Round 2, after subjects have the opportunity to learn. This suggests that subject learning

between rounds leads to a better correspondence between behavior and underlying traits.

Those with higher levels of loss aversion are more likely to bunch and those with higher levels

of overconfidence are less likely to bunch.

The difference in tasks completed across treatments is robust to controlling for ability and

the majority of individuals respond to the notched treatments in a way consistent with theory.

Furthermore, we also see that not all individuals successfully bunch when it is optimal to do

so. We find that behavioral factors such as self-control, loss aversion, and overconfidence are

statistically significant predictors of bunching behavior. Specifically, self-control is positively

associated with bunching across both rounds of our experiment, while loss aversion and over-

confidence become significant determinants of this behavior in the Round 2, following some

23There is no region in C where an individual could simultaneously have more leisure and at least as much
income if they completed fewer tasks.

24Recall that self-control is intended to measure the extent to which the rational mind can override intuitive
responses. In our experiment, what does an intuitive response look like? Many subjects explained, “I just did
as many as I could, so I could make as much money as possible.”

25There is no regression of Round 1 bunching behavior that includes the FT treatment because there were
no instances of a subject in the FT treatment bunching in Round 1.
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degree of subject learning.

4.3 Robustness Checks

The results presented above demonstrate the incentive effect of notched payment schedules as

well as the importance of behavioral factors such as self-control, loss aversion, and overconfi-

dence in explaining bunching behavior. In this section, we consider two alternative treatments

to determine the robustness of our primary results.

First, we consider potential framing effects that could make the loss of benefits more

salient. In the BL treatment, the pay for work and benefit components of the payment

schedule were combined into a single schedule. In the reframed benefit loss treatment (FBL),

we disaggregate these components so that subjects see a payment schedule that reports 20

cents per task and a benefit schedule for 480 cents for 24 tasks or fewer. Beyond the 24th

task, subjects see the benefit is zero. Apart from the disaggregation of payment into two

components, all other features of this decision environment are identical.26 Instructions for

the FBL treatment can be found in the Appendix.

Second, we consider a more severe notch. Recall that even though the loss in benefits

in the BL treatment is 480 cents (or 50 percent of earnings), 31 percent of subjects who

completed 48 or fewer tasks in Round 2 fail to bunch. In this robustness manipulation which

we call “big notch” (BN), the loss in benefits is 960 cents (or 100 percent of earnings). To

preserve the size of the dominated region ([24,48] tasks completed) we double the earnings

per task completed to 40 cents inside this region and 20 cents for all tasks beyond the 48th

task completed.

In Table 6 we report the average number of tasks completed by round and treatment for

these robustness checks (FBL and BN). For ease of comparison, we also include the earlier

treatments. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test that compares C and FT to these robustness check

treatments yields similar results as that presented earlier in Table 3.27 When we compare the

robustness checks to BL, a Kolmogorov-Smirnov fails to reject the equality of distributions

for Round 2 tasks completed in the BL and FBL treatments (p=1.000). On the other hand,

the averages for the BL and BN treatments do appear to be quite different. A Kolmogorov-

Smirnov test is near conventional levels of significance for rejecting the equality of distributions

for Round 2 tasks completed in the BL and BN treatments (p=0.132). To test whether these

results remain after adjusting for ability or other factors, we run regressions using the same

template as Table 4 and Table 5.

26In the tax salience literature, “salience” is operationalized as the tax-inclusive price. A tax is salient to the
extent that individuals have incorporated that information into their decision-making (even if the individuals
have no awareness of the tax). Certainly there could be analogous discussions about subsidies. Therefore,
while we have called this reframe an increase in salience, some researchers might prefer to call this an increase
in the pain of loss.

27The distributions of Round 2 tasks completed between the FBL v. C and BN v. C are significant at
conventional levels (at p=.032 and p=.000 respectively). When comparing BN to the FT treatment the
distributions are also significant at conventional levels (p=.009). However, a comparison between the FBL and
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Table 6: Average number of tasks completed by round and treatment. Standard
deviations are given in parentheses.

Treatment Observations Round 1 Round 2

Constant 80 48.84 (9.68) 57.19 (11.25)
Benefit Loss 99 47.31 (14.37) 49.31 (19.59)
Flat Top 51 46.84 (10.24) 52.43 (14.72)
Framed Benefit Loss 27 44.96 (14.51) 49.96 (19.24)
Big Notch 28 39.96 (13.50) 40.93 (17.84)

Table 7 presents results from an OLS regression with standard errors clustered at the

session level where the dependent variable is the number of tasks completed in Round 2. The

regression adjusts for treatment (BL, FT, FBL, and BN) with the Constant treatment as the

omitted category. The regression equation also includes ability and ability interacted with

the treatment indicators. The regression equation is based on what is reported in Table 4 but

with the robustness checks included. As in the earlier regression, we find significant reductions

in the number of Round 2 tasks completed for the payment schedules with notches.

We turn now to whether the results related to behavioral factors are different when we

consider these robustness treatments. Table 8 reports the coefficients of a probit regression

with standard errors clustered at the session level. The coefficients on self-control and loss

aversion are still positive and significant in all the same regression equations. Similarly, the

coefficients on overconfidence maintain the same sign and approximately the same significance

level after the inclusion of the additional treatments. In summary, the robustness treatments

have produced similar results to the treatments presented earlier. The FBL treatment does

not appear to lead to more bunching than the BL treatment, which suggests our results are

robust to at least one alternative frame designed to increase the salience of losing a benefit.

The BN treatment that increased the severity of the loss from 50 percent of earnings to 100

percent of earnings did increase bunching behavior relative to the BL treatment. However,

even in the BN treatment almost 24 percent of individuals who completed 48 or fewer tasks

in Round 2 failed to bunch. Taken together, we see that our primary findings are robust to

the alternative treatments presented in this section.

5 Discussion

In decision environments with notches, the theoretical prediction is straightforward: indi-

viduals will bunch at notches to avoid dominated bundles (Bundles with less leisure and

consumption). However, recent scholarship has found far less bunching behavior than theory

would predict. There are many potential reasons for the observed lack of bunching, such as

data problems or frictions that arise from fixed-term contracts or a lack of information. We

design our experiment to shutdown these frictions. With random assignment to notched or

FT treatments cannot reject equality (p=.423).
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Table 7: Treatment Effects with Robustness Checks. Outcome variable equal to tasks
completed in Round 2.

(1)
Round 2 Tasks

BL -8.070***
(1.055)

FT -4.601*
(2.211)

FBL -7.659*
(4.075)

BN -16.03***
(3.142)

ability 0.118
(0.0765)

BLxability 0.125
(0.128)

FTxability 0.136
(0.122)

FBLxability 0.243*
(0.129)

BNxability 0.0569
(0.219)

Constant 57.22***
(0.815)

N 285

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table 8: Behavioral Regressions with Robustness Checks

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Never Dominated Round 1 Bunched Round 2 Bunched Round 2 Bunched

BL 0.7484∗∗∗ 0.8878∗∗∗

(0.1712) (0.1324)

FBL 1.0355∗∗∗ 0.0503 -0.1358 0.7248∗∗∗

(0.2833) (0.2792) (0.2916) (0.2488)

BN 0.6291 0..5501∗∗ 0.4533∗∗∗ 1.3254∗∗∗

(0.4150) (0.2301) (0.1630) (0.1233)

ability 0.0287∗∗∗ -0.0076 -0.0137 -0.0113
(0.0063) (0.0064) (0.0085) (0.0078)

loss aversion -0.0767 0.2590 0.3900∗∗ 0.3587∗∗∗

(0.1078) (0.1852) (0.1525) (0.1367)

self control 0.4302∗∗∗ 0.4470∗∗∗ 0.3031∗∗∗ 0.2494∗∗∗

(0.1240) (0.1060) (0.0671) (0.0730)

overconfidence 0.0157 -0.0090 -0.0243∗∗ -0.0293∗∗

(0.0111) (0.0154) (.0125) (0.0125)

constant -0.6610∗∗∗ -1.4510∗∗∗ -0.7710∗∗∗ -1.5541∗∗∗

(0.2107) (0.3027) (0.1477) (0.1116)

N 205 154 154 205

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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constant payment schedules, and absent these frictions, we find clean evidence of bunching.

Moreover, we find that individuals who made dominated decisions learn to bunch with expe-

rience. This learning between rounds lends credence to the idea (e.g. as in Kleven & Waseem,

2013) that estimated behavioral responses should be considered long-run elasticities. At the

same time, we find that even with experience, many individuals still fail to bunch. We find

that differences in bunching behavior are associated with behavioral factors including self-

control, loss aversion, and overconfidence. Moreover, these findings are robust to additional

treatments which alter the frame of the decision problem and the severity of the notch.

As described in the Introduction, the phase-out of public benefits is a real-world phe-

nomenon which can cause families to lose sizable amounts of their income when earnings rise

only slightly. While we certainly are unable to replicate the size of real-world stakes within our

experiment, the marginal-benefit tax rate (MBTR) at our notch is sizable, at -2,400 percent

of labor earnings. Yet, many individuals who should bunch, fail to do so. Of course, normal

criticisms of external validity will apply. However, consider for a moment that undergraduate

students at a major research university were given instructions with simple payment sched-

ules, a comprehension test, and were presented with marginal incentives on the screen and still

failed to bunch. Subjects in our experiments used heuristics like “more tasks are better” and

failed to withhold their labor when it would have been beneficial. The ability to override this

kind of heuristic — which we call “self-control” — is associated with more bunching behavior.

This leads to questions about how alternative populations, like low-income individuals, would

behave in this game. Would those individuals have been able to override their heuristics

as well as or better than our undergraduates? This is an empirical question; however, we

do view the behavioral factors associated with bunching, like self-control, loss aversion, and

overconfidence as part of a general behavioral function that could be documented in the field.

There are still many questions that could be addressed in this laboratory environment.

While we shut down many frictions, different frictions could be incrementally added in a

horse race to determine what attenuates bunching the most. The experiment could be run

with more decision periods to better capture dynamics. Information treatments that improve

social learning could lead to increased bunching behavior. Outside of the laboratory, scholars

interested in encouraging bunching behavior may find the associations with self-control, loss

aversion, and overconfidence presented here useful in designing behavioral interventions. This

last possibility actually underscores an underemphasized point. In a static sense, bunching

is obviously better than choosing a bundle with less income and less leisure. But, taking a

more dynamic view, bunching reduces exposure to formal labor markets and might hinder

human capital accumulation or the probability of promotion.28 Questions of policy design

and the potential tensions between static and dynamic conceptions of welfare are of crucial

28For example, Dahl, DeLeire & Schwabish (2009) show that single mothers incentivized to work through
EITC show year-over-year earnings growth and Dahl, Kostol & Mogstad (2014) report evidence from a natural
experiment that there is a causal link between adult and child welfare receipt. This note also calls to mind
earlier work on “poverty traps” (e.g. Gilder, 1981; Auletta, 1982; Tanner, Moore & Hartman, 1995; Tanner &
Hughes, 2013 ).
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importance to the low to moderate income households around the world that face severe

marginal incentives generated by the phase-in and phase-out of public assistance.
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Appendix

Experimental Instructions

Introduction

Thank you for participating in this experiment. For your participation you will receive a $7

show-up fee. The experiment will last no longer than 90 minutes. Moreover, you will have the

opportunity to earn additional money based on the decisions you make in this experiment.

The show-up fee and other money earned in this experiment will be paid to you in cash at

the end of this experiment. If you have a question during the course of the experiment, please

raise your hand and we will come to your terminal to answer your question in private.

This experiment will involve the completion of individual tasks during two separate sequences.

By “individual task” we mean that your decisions in the experiment will have no effect on

the payment of others. We will explain this is more detail shortly.

How you make money

During this experiment you will be able to complete individual tasks to earn money. The kind

of task you will be paid for involves counting the number of ones in a a 10×10 matrix of zeros

and ones. How you are paid for the tasks you complete will be explained at the beginning of

each sequence. As mentioned before, your choices while performing the tasks will not affect

the payment of others.
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[Screen 1]: This example is like the task you will be asked to complete momentarily. The only

difference is the specific configuration of zeros and ones.

[Screen 2]: This is a different example. How long do you think it will take you to count the

number of ones in this 10× 10 matrix?

[Screen 3]: You will now have the opportunity to earn money for the completion of the 10×10

counting task. If you submit a correct answer within the 60 seconds provided you will be a

paid (60− s) ∗ 5 cents where s is the number of seconds it takes to complete the task. For ex-

ample, if you are able to complete the task in 20 seconds you would receive (60−20)∗5 = 200

cents or 2 dollars. The more quickly you complete the task the more money you will earn.

Please raise your hand if you have a question. Please click continue when you are ready to

proceed.

[Screen 4]: Speed task
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Counting Task Sequence

This part of the experiment will be a sequence of three 5 minute blocks where you can com-

plete as many of the counting tasks as you please. Each block is followed by a 1 minute rest

period.

Your earnings will accumulate across each 5 minute block in this sequence. Your earnings at

the end of this sequence will depend on:

1. The number of tasks you completed in previous blocks within this sequence.

2. The chart that describes how the number of tasks you complete in this sequence corre-

sponds to how much you earn. This chart is shown on the next page for your reference.

In a moment you will be asked some comprehension questions to ensure that you understand

how earnings are determined in this sequence of the experiment.

If you submit an incorrect answer three times for the same counting task you will be asked

to wait 10 seconds and then you will be given a different counting task to solve.

If you want to take a break

If during the experiment you would rather take break than complete the counting task, feel

free to do so as long as:

1. You do not disturb other participants.

2. You do not communicate with other participants.

We have provided a tic-tac-toe game that you may play if you choose. Alternatively, you

may use your cell phone or read material you brought with you so long as you comply with

the above two requests. Lab monitors have been advised to ask people to leave the

experiment with only their show up fee if they disturb or communicate with other

participants.
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Cumulative Earnings This Sequence

Tasks Completed Cumulative Earnings (in cents)

0 0
1 20
2 40
3 60
4 80
5 100
6 120
7 140
8 160
9 180
10 200
11 220
12 240
13 260
14 280
15 300
16 320
17 340
18 360
19 380
20 400
21 420
22 440
23 460
24 480
25 500
26 520
27 540
28 560
29 580
30 600
31 620
32 640
33 660
34 680
35 700
36 720
37 740
38 760
39 780
40 800
41 820
42 840
43 860
44 880
45 900
46 920
47 940
48 960

20 cents per task thereafter
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To assess whether you understand the instructions about how your cumulative earnings work

we want to ask you five comprehension questions.

1. Suppose you completed 8 tasks in the first five minute block and 7 tasks in the second

and third five minute blocks respectively. What will your earnings (in cents) be in this

sequence of the experiment?

2. If you complete zero tasks throughout all three five minute blocks in this sequence what

will your earnings (in cents) from this sequence be?

3. Please select true or false. In this sequence your earnings increase for each task you

complete.

4. Suppose you completed 8 tasks in the first five minute block and you have completed

7 tasks so far in the second five minute block, what is the additional amount you will

earn (in cents) if you complete an eighth task in the second five minute block?

5. Suppose you complete 60 tasks in this part of the experiment what are your cumulative

earnings (in cents)?
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Framed Benefit Loss Instructions

[Introductory remarks are the same. The new section has been bolded.]

Counting Task Sequence

This part of the experiment will be a sequence of three 5 minute blocks where you can com-

plete as many of the counting tasks as you please. Each block is followed by a 1 minute rest

period.

Your earnings will accumulate across each 5 minute block in this sequence. Your earnings at

the end of this sequence will depend on:

1. The number of tasks you completed in previous blocks within this sequence.

2. The charts on the next pages describe how the number of tasks you complete

in this sequence corresponds to how much you earn. Note there are two

charts. The first chart shows that you start the experiment with a benefit

from the experimenter without completing any tasks. Then once you exceed

24 tasks completed you lose that benefit. The second chart shows how

much you are paid for completed tasks. Your earnings are the sum of your

compensation from these two charts.

In a moment you will be asked some comprehension questions to ensure that you understand

how earnings are determined in this sequence of the experiment.

If you submit an incorrect answer three times for the same counting task you will be asked

to wait 10 seconds and then you will be given a different counting task to solve.

If you want to take a break

If during the experiment you would rather take break than complete the counting task, feel

free to do so as long as:

1. You do not disturb other participants.

2. You do not communicate with other participants.

We have provided a tic-tac-toe game that you may play if you choose. Alternatively, you may

use your cell phone or read material you brought with you so long as you comply with the

above two requests. Lab monitors have been advised to ask people to leave the experiment

with only their show up fee if they disturb or communicate with other participants.
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Cumulative Earnings This Sequence (from Experimenter Benefit)

Tasks Completed Cumulative Earnings from Benefit (in cents)

0 480
1 480
2 480
3 480
4 480
5 480
6 480
7 480
8 480
9 480
10 480
11 480
12 480
13 480
14 480
15 480
16 480
17 480
18 480
19 480
20 480
21 480
22 480
23 480
24 480
25 0
26 0
27 0
28 0
29 0
30 0
31 0
32 0
33 0
34 0
35 0
36 0
37 0
38 0
39 0
40 0
41 0
42 0
43 0
44 0
45 0
46 0
47 0
48 0

0 cents per task thereafter
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Cumulative Earnings This Sequence (from Task)

Tasks Completed Cumulative Earnings from Task (in cents)

0 0
1 20
2 40
3 60
4 80
5 100
6 120
7 140
8 160
9 180
10 200
11 220
12 240
13 260
14 280
15 300
16 320
17 340
18 360
19 380
20 400
21 420
22 440
23 460
24 480
25 500
26 520
27 540
28 560
29 580
30 600
31 620
32 640
33 660
34 680
35 700
36 720
37 740
38 760
39 780
40 800
41 820
42 840
43 860
44 880
45 900
46 920
47 940
48 960

20 cents per task thereafter
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Guess Your Performance

In this section you can earn money by guessing the total number of tasks that you did in-

correctly in the previous two sequences of three blocks. If you guess correctly you will be

paid $2. The amount you are paid decreases by 25 cents for every task your guess is more or

less than you actually got incorrect. For example, if your guess is off by 3 you will make $2

dollars minus 3 times 25 cents ($1.25). If you are off by 8 or more you will not be paid anything.

That is, your guess will be paid according to the following rule: 200−|actual−guess|∗25 cents.

Are there any questions?

Lottery Choice Task

In this section you are presented with six lotteries. You have the choice to accept or reject

participation in these lotteries. Therefore, you will need to make six choices. Once you have

determined which lotteries you want to participate in a coin will be flipped for each of those

lotteries to determine the outcome of those lotteries. From that set of outcomes the computer

will randomly determine which outcome you will be paid for. There is no penalty to rejecting

participation in a lottery choice.

The Lottery Choice Accept Reject

If the coin turns up heads then you lose $2; if the coin turns up tails, you win $6 O O
If the coin turns up heads then you lose $3; if the coin turns up tails, you win $6 O O
If the coin turns up heads then you lose $4; if the coin turns up tails, you win $6 O O
If the coin turns up heads then you lose $5; if the coin turns up tails, you win $6 O O
If the coin turns up heads then you lose $6; if the coin turns up tails, you win $6 O O
If the coin turns up heads then you lose $7; if the coin turns up tails, you win $6 O O

Cognitive Reflection Task

Please answer the following questions:

1. A bat and a ball cost $1.10 in total. The bat costs $1 more than the ball. How much

does the ball cost?

2. If it takes five machines 5 minutes to make 5 widgets, how long would it take 100

machines to make 100 widgets?

3. In a lake, there is a patch of lily pads. Everyday, the patch doubles in size. If it takes

48 days for the patch to cover the entire lake, how long would it take for the patch to

cover half of the lake?
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Post-Experiment Questionnaire

1. What is your gender?

2. What is your age?

3. What is your major?

4. What was your SAT score?

5. What is your country of origin?

6. What political party do you most identify with?

7. True or False. The XS/FS Lab (which you are in now) never uses deception.

8. Have you ever taken a course in experimental or behavioral economics?

9. In the first two sequences of the experiment did you earn more, less, or about as much

as you expected?

Please specify for each of the following statements how strongly you agree or disagree

with it. Do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly

agree?

10. It is humiliating to receive money without working.

11. Work is a duty towards society.

12. People who don’t work become lazy.

13. Work should always come first, even if it means less free time.

People pursue different goals in life. For each of the following tell me if you strongly

agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree, disagree, or strongly agree.

14. I make a lot of effort to live up to what my friends expect.

15. I make a lot of effort to live up to what my parents expect.

These questions are about the experiment specifically but are also ask how strongly

you agree or disagree with it. Do you strongly agree, agree, neither agree nor disagree,

disagree, or strongly agree?
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16. Before I made selections in the lottery choice task I reminded myself of how much I had

already earned in the experiment.

17. While doing the 10× 10 matrix task I paid close attention to how much completing an

additional task would change my cumulative earnings in a sequence.

18. (Answer only if you actually used your cell phone or the tic-tac-toe game) I decided to

take a break because I didn’t believe I could earn more money within the block based

on the amount of time I had left.

19. (Answer only if you actually used your cell phone or the tic-tac-toe game) I decided to

take a break because I was tired of doing the task.

20. I enjoyed the 10× 10 matrix task.

21. (Answer only if you actually used your cell phone) I enjoyed using my cell phone to take

a break from the task.

22. (Answer only if you actually used your cell phone) I enjoyed playing tic-tac-toe to take

a break from the task.

In an open response, please tell us how you decided on the number of tasks you would complete

in each of the first and second sequences of three blocks.
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